CONTRIBUTE

Suggest a book / Submit a donation

Want to suggest a book to the library?

You are looking for a book and could not find it on our shelves or in the catalog? You may propose the title for our future purchases.

Please provide references as accurate as possible: author, title, publisher, year and ISBN. Or give us the URL of their publisher page.

Please use the form below. A registry for suggestions is also available at the library's front desk.

You wish to donate books to the library?

Since its creation, the library has regularly accepted donations of books. They actually represent an important part of our growing collections.

However, we can only accept them on the condition that they correspond to the thematic scope of the library. The works already in our catalog will be redistributed to our partner libraries or freely given to our patrons.

Please send us your donation proposals by e-mail, attaching a list of documents.

URL of the page: https://www.ihp.fr/en/library/suggest-donate
INSTITUT HENRI POINCARÉ
11 rue Pierre et Marie Curie
75231 Paris Cedex 05

TIMETABLE
Monday to Friday: 8:30 am to 6 pm
Closed on public holidays

URL of the page: https://www.ihp.fr/en/library/suggest-donate